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I apologize for this edition not getting out in a
more timely manner. This is proving to be a real
learning experience. Please send me information
and pictures to reflect your hard work and good
times, along with upcoming events in your area.
My ABATE dedicated e-mail address is LCHistoryTeacher@outlook.com
Ride Free,

Editor’s Column

Greetings Brothers and Sisters,
By the time you read this, the weather
will be warm and riding season will be
in full tilt. A winter of Toy Runs,
Christmas Parties, Polar Bear runs and
snow are giving way to benefit runs,
bike weeks, the State Rally, sun, wind
and fun.
In the midst of this, I chose the Virginia
capitol building for the cover to help us
maintain our perspective during changing seasons and times. We ARE the
oldest and largest state motorcyclists
rights organization (SMRO) in the
Commonwealth. Though other groups
exist, we are the first and should be
leading the movement. We now even
have a group calling themselves
VBATE (former VABA) soliciting
membership and chapters. Still, we are
the first.
To maintain the status as the leading
SMRO in Virginia will mean we have
to earn it. Sitting by to let someone else
carry the load is not an option. We all
need to chip in and do our part. Of
course, we have lives, careers and family outside of ABATE. Still, if we all
contribute in whatever ways we are
able, we can continue to be successful
as an organization.
Now that the preaching is over, let’s
move on to other things.
Elsewhere in this newsletter, you will
find information about Lobby Day, the
General Assembly and the State Rally.

Dave “Prof” Sutton
State Operations Director

Purgatory Mountain Chapter
Celebrates Two Years
What better way to start the riding season than
with a birthday party? On April 14, PMC celebrated their second year as a chapter with a ride
and cookout. Thanks to Tarie for sharing these
photos with us.
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STATE RALLY– TAZWELL, VIRGINIA
Tazwell Chapter is incorporating the ABATE State
Rally and their annual Motorcycle Awareness Rally for
three days of fun in beautiful Tazwell at the Moose
Lodge Campground.

The Comfort Inn of Bluefield is a 15 minute ride from
the campground and has 30 reserved at $90.00 per
night. Call 276-326-3688 and ask for the group rate.

Admission includes a meal Friday evening and three
meals on Saturday. Camping rates areCouple-Weekend Pass $40.00
Single- Weekend Pass $25.00
Day Passes are $15.00 per person

Saturday– Motorcycle Rodeo
Broken Treaty Band
Tommy Cox Rhythm and Blues Band

Friday Night - DJ Bowtie

Prof is hoping to ride the Back of the Dragon on Friday. Any other takers?

Attention ABATE MEMBERSGood times Restaurant & Bar in Buchanan
is Offering a 10% Biker Discount, But you
have to ask for it. Tell ‘em Becky said...

CHAPTER MEETING INFORMATION
CATAWBA VALLEY CHAPTER
Meets on the first Sunday of each month at 1PM
at the Roanoke Moose Lodge,
3233 Catawba Valley DR (Route 311), Salem, VA
COALFIELD CHAPTER
Meets on the second Saturday of each month
at 7 PM at the Comfort Inn,
22006 Riverside Drive, Grundy, VA 22006.

LONESOME PINE CHAPTER
Chapter meeting schedule is being revised.
MASON DIXON CHAPTER
Meets on second and fourth Tuesdays of each month
at 8 PM at John’s Place,
11104 Lee Highway, Fairfax, VA 22030.
MOUNTAIN THUNDER CHAPTER
Meets on the second Saturday of each month
at 5 PM at the Mountainside Café,
7924 Bent Mountain Road, Roanoke, VA 24018.

CULPEPER CHAPTER
Meets on the second Thursday of each month
at 7 PM at the Mountain Run Bowling Center,
(Bar Room), 584 Culpeper Town Square,
Culpeper, VA 22701.

NELSON COUNTY CHAPTER
Meets on the first Wednesday of each month
at 7 PM at the Lovingston Café Lounge,
165 Front Street, Lovingston, VA 22949

CHAPTER 99
Meets on the first Monday of each month
at 6 PM at Chug-A-Lugs, 15225 Wards Road (Route
29 across from airport) Lynchburg, VA 24502

PURGATORY MOUNTAIN CHAPTER
Meets on second Thursday of each month
at 7 PM at the Buchanan Moose Lodge,
534 3rd Street, Buchanan, VA 24066

FLATLANDER CHAPTER
Meets on the second Sunday of each month
at 1 PM at the Towne Point Pub & Restaurant,
3558 Towne Point Rd, Portsmouth, VA 23703

RIVER CITY CHAPTER
No meetings, just ACTION!!!
Steve Skeens Ph. 804-389-8293
hawgske@msn.com

HOLE IN THE WALL CHAPTER
Meets on the third Saturday of each month
at 6 PM at the BP station, located at
EXIT 58 off I-77 in Bastian, VA 24314

SMITH MOUNTAIN LAKE CHAPTER
Meets on third Sunday of each month at 3PM
at Smith Mountain Lake Moose Lodge,
1174 Morgans Church RD, Bedford, VA 24523

IRON HORSE CAVALRY CHAPTER
Meets on the first Tuesday of each month
at 7 PM at Big Lick’s, 4001 Murray Place
(off the Lynchburg Expressway) in
Lynchburg, VA 24501

TAZEWELL COUNTY CHAPTER
Meets on the fourth Saturday of each month
at 6 PM at Back of the Dragon,
224 Tazewell Mall Circle, Tazewell, VA 24651

BOD MINUTES, January 28, 2018
ABATE OF VIRGINIA, INC.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING
BIG LICK TROPICAL GRILL– LYNCHBURG, VA
The meeting was called to order by Executive Director Stan Bryant with the following chapters represented:
Chapter 99: Don “Thumper” Bogan, Lee Allen, Jeff “Duke” Martin and Pete Bulgart; Culpeper: Andy Keaton, Wendy Weir; Flatlander: Lee Bitzer (proxy for John Bilotta) Iron Horse Cavalry: Stan Bryant (Exec.
Dir.), David “Prof” Sutton (Ops. Dir.); Lonesome Pine: NR Mason Dixon: Joe Wagner (Fin. Dir.), Maryann
Sowle (Membership Dir. and proxy for John Reinhart) Mountain Thunder: Eddie Ober Nelson County:
Buddy Altizer, Purgatory Mountain: Teresa Metz, Jimmy Bailey, Butch “Junkyard” Lanning, Clay “Peanut”
Austin and Ben Thrasher; Tazewell County: Sam Jackson and Randy Carter. Hole in the Wall: Mark McKee
and Lori McKee
At Large: GW Peterson, Tom McGrath
OPENING CEREMONIES
he Pledge of Allegiance was recited and a quorum was established, with Catawba, Coalfield and Lonesome
Pine chapters not represented.
Stan moved to skip the reading of the previous meeting minutes; the motion was seconded and approved.
CURRENT NEWS
Stan mentioned that membership needed to be built up and that chapters should reach out to members who
have not renewed.
We are in the planning stages for the year’s legislative agenda concerning next year’s General Assembly session. This includes helmet freedom of choice legislation.
Tazwell Chapter is voting next week about hosting the state rally. They are considering combining the rally
with their Motorcycle Awareness Rally august 3,4, and 5. The Military Vets MC has offered to run the refreshment concession again this year.
OPERATIONS DIRECTOR REPORT
NEWS LETTER- Prof had hard copies of the newsletter for each chapter. We are still using John Bilotta’s
printer. Prof will seek a Lynchburg area printer to expedite getting things done. He expressed thanks for the
help of John and Joe Wagner in getting things done. Prof now has the publishing software needed and is learning to use it. He hopes that increasing quality will increase advertising, which will make more improvements
possible. The newsletter is also available through a new link on the new website. He pointed out several features that he hopes to make regular additions and asked chapters to send him items for future newsletters to his
ABATE dedicated e-mail LCHistoryTeacher@outlook.com.

LOBBY DAY UPDATE– Due to the General Assembly moving to a smaller building and no helmet reform
bill on the agenda, Lobby Day was scaled down this year. Though the VCOM pre-meeting on Sunday was
fairly well attended, it was smaller than normal, as were the delegations that visited the legislators on Monday.
Prof and Tom McGrath reported on several bills of interest, primarily a previously introduced VCOM bill to
allow side lighting on motorcycles as a safety feature, HB 1464. Prof was the single delegate from central Virginia, visiting Delegates Garrett and Byron, along with the legislative aides for Delegates Farriss and Cline.
Several other ABATE members also attended, but far less than normal.
ELECTIONS
Stan noted that we needed to conduct elections of state officers before the October meeting and asked for nominations. GW nominated Dave Sutton and Joe nominated John for Operations Director. Ballots were distributed and votes were obtained. Election results were: Dave Sutton received 7 votes, John Bilotta received 4
votes. Stan noted that Dave would assume office in October. Dave thanked John for all the work he has done
in that office.

LEGISLATIVE DIRECTOR
G.W. Peterson expressed frustration with how long we have been attempting to reform Virginia’s mandatory
helmet law. Various methods and strategies attempted over the years were discussed, including the organ donor clause. Strategy is being discussed for the next session, but work needs to start as soon as this session ends.
G.W. feels that we will probably have to deal with the Transportation committee, at least in the Senate.
FINANCIAL DIRECTOR
Joe Wagner reported an available balance of $13,001.82 and expense reports were distributed.
AMA/MRF/NCOM
John Bilotta was not in attendance.
ADVERTISING
Prof metioned that we are in desperate need of an advertising manager. Stan mentioned that increased advertising could pay to raise the quality of the newsletter.
MEMBERSHIP
MaryAnn distributed the annual membership pins to chapter directors present.
OPEN FLOOR
Insurance for the state rally was discussed. Revenue sharing between the state and the chapters was also
brought up. Options mentioned were the previous practice of passing back part of the membership application
money. Chapter commissions for newsletter advertising was also mentioned for consideration. The reasoning
behind holding BOD meetings in Lynchburg as a central location and the possibility of moving to a larger
meeting room were discussed also.
ADJOURNMENT
A tentative date of March 25 was set for the next BOD meeting. Stan moved to adjourn the meeting; the motion was seconded and approved.

ADVERTISING SPACE

Contact Nelson
County Chapter
Win a Nightster!

Brothers and Sisters Doing for Others
Mountain Thunder
Trust House
This is Jamie Moorman the Secretary for the
Mountain Thunder chapter, I have some pictures
here from our Trust House event we did this
winter to give a Christmas to the entire house
which was mostly veterans and one child. We
had a box truck, enclosed trailer and a few vehicles loaded and did assembly lines, carrying the
wrapped gifts to each room. The gifts consisted
of things to help them start their lives in their
own homes once they left. We also did a Christmas party with food and decorations! It was a
awesome day!

From the Horse’s Mouth
Iron Horse Cavalry News
It was a busy fall and winter for the IHC Chapter.
November brought the first Lynchburg Veteran’s
Day parade in 80 years. December started with the
31st Annual Lynchburg Toy Run. That was followed by escorting “Wreathes Across America”
with the chapter Christmas Party that night.
January saw five members brave temperatures in the
teens for the Polar Bear Run on New Year’s Day.
Later that month saw the chapter’s 1st Annual Big
Al’s Toy Run for the children on the Patrick Henry
Boy’s and Girl’s Home. Stan had car trouble, but
that other guy made it up to Richmond for Lobby
Day.
Kind of makes you wonder what spring will bring?
You know, when it gets busy.

News From Tazwell
I handle the legislative work here in the
Tazewell County parts of SWVA and I'm
sending you some updates.
First of all, I'm working very closely with
John Watson our distract VDOT Residency
Administrator on having more Watch For
Motorcycle signs placed along our highways.
Right now John and myself are working on a
very congested stretch of highway on 460
east in Bluefield, Virginia, we're pushing to
have the signs up in May before the riding
season starts getting heavy..
Also, John will be putting up temporary signs
for the ABATE State Rally this 2018 in
Tazewell, Virginia.
We also have our House of Delegates Will
Morefield and Marty Hall signed up as Tazewell County Chapter/ ABATE members now
and that's a huge plus for ABATE of Virginia
here in the 3rd distract. I sent you some information and a flyer on the State Rally earlier this morning from my I Phone. (See ad on
page 4)
I hope this little bit of information is helpful
to you.
Sammy Jackson
Legislative Director/ Tazewell County Chapter

Motorcyclists’ Lobby Day 2018
Richmond, Virginia
After a by-year, VCOM once again
hosted Lobby Day in the state capitol city of Richmond. This year’s
outing was very different for several
reasons, which affected each other.
For starters, the General Assembly
office building was being demolished to make room for a larger,
more efficient building. This means
the legislators had been move to the
much smaller Pocahontas building
on the other side of Capitol Square.
That led to a request that citizen
lobby groups, such as ours, reduce
the size of their delegations and
make appointments to see lawmakers.
Then came the really big news. The fall
statewide elections caught most everyone by
surprise. Every election has some unexpected
results, but this one was devastating to the Republicans. Several delegates crucial to a
planned, big helmet law reform push did not
win re-election. Even the Speaker of the House
position was not decided until the last minute.
Under that backdrop, VCOM decided that a
helmet push would be ill-timed.
Still, considering that the original venue closed
down, so the pre-Lobby Day meeting had to
be moved out to Glen Allen, the weekend did
have it’s up moments. Despite lower than usual
numbers, the meeting was well attended and
several bills were discussed. Yes, we have to
deal with issues other than helmets.
Several bills to address distracted (cell phones)
bills were being introduced. Another would
give localities authority to fine people leaving
their vehicles unattended while warming up.
(So scrape off a tiny hole and do not see me on
my motorcycle.)
The main two bills of direct interest dealt with
state inspections and side-lighting for motorcycles. The DMV Rider Education program gets
a part of motorcycle inspection fees. Our position was that if the fees increase, the education
cut should increase proportionately.

The side-lighting bill passed the House of
Delegates a couple of years ago, but ran into
trouble in the Senate. VCOM was instructed
to negotiate with the state police about the
particulars. Let us just say that did not go so
well. A new bill to make us more visible, especially at night is being introduced.
Once I found the public entrance of the new
building, Lobby Day itself went well. As always, we were well received.. Stan had car
trouble, so I was the Central Virginia delegation.
Here’s hoping that next year, we will have
reason for a much larger turnout.
Editor’s Note– HB 1464 allowing side lighting for motorcycles, within certain limits, has
passed and been signed by the governor. The
law takes effect July 1, 2018.

FLORIDA RIDERS FIGHT FOR STRICTER LAWS
ON CRASHES INVOLVING CARS
More than a hundred motorcyclists made their way to
the Capitol in Tallahassee on Monday, February 12, as
riders with ABATE of Florida, Inc. spoke to legislators
about some of the safety issues they face every single
day.
The state president of ABATE, James “Doc” Reichenbach, told WCTV Eyewitness News that their main
focus is trying to cut down on deaths due to drivers
who are distracted. He wants to see a bill passed that
protects the motorcyclists on the road.

NCOM BIKER NEWSBYTES
Compiled & Edited by Bill Bish,
National Coalition of Motorcyclists (NCOM)
MANDATORY S.O.S. EMERGENCY ALERT SYSTEM
FOR MOTORCYCLES
An emergency call system for cars has been available for a
while, such as the GM OnStar safety device system that
summons a quick response in case of an accident. An
equivalent system called “eCall” will soon be mandatory in
Europe on all new cars sold after April 16, 2018.
Reasoning that motorcyclists are more vulnerable in a
crash than car drivers, the European Union now wants
manufacturers to equip all motorcycles with an S.O.S alert
system. Since 2017, some BMW motorcycles already offer
the “Intelligent Emergency Call” sent automatically or
manually by the rider to emergency responders.
Studies show that emergency crews would be able to get to
the accident scene 40 to 50% faster, saving around 2,500
lives every year in Europe alone. Will the U.S. follow suit?
TWO WHEELS TV NETWORK SET TO LAUNCH
For motorcycle enthusiasts who can never get enough twowheel action on television, TwoWheelsTV.com “all motorcycle network” is set to launch this Spring. Whether
you’re seeking live racing action, or commentary from
leaders within the industry, the new “over-the-top” (OTT)
streaming network is dedicated entirely to motorcycles.

“Like Netflix for motorcycling,” according to founder Alan
Smith, Two Wheels TV (TWTV) will be available on an
annual and monthly basis, and promises to deliver live motorcycle racing that’s streamed from all over the world,
plus an on-demand library of movies, shows, race archives
and other exclusive motorcycling programs.
The soft launch is for iOS and Android devices; register
at TwoWheelsTV.com. The full launch is expected in
April, and TWTV will be supported by Google
Chromecast, Apple TV, Amazon Fire and Roku.
The launch of Two Wheels TV coincides with a spike in
the conversation about U.S. motorcycling, as efforts to
reinvigorate the industry have come from the grassroots
level (“Give a Shift” and “Plus 1”), as well as a new initiative from the Motorcycle Industry Council (“Ride”).

Reichenbach said the most common type of crash involving a car and motorcycle is from left hand turns.
Reichenbach said he’s had five times more motorcyclists die recently from accidents Involving distracted
or careless drivers. He believes this type of accident
should be considered manslaughter.
"We're getting killed. We're getting run over by cars
and trucks and everything else and trying to stop that.
We're fathers, we’re mothers, and we have children.
We're just like anybody else, we just happen to ride
motorcycles, and we shouldn’t be an endangered species," said Reichenbach, who also serves as Chairman
of the National Coalition of Motorcyclists (NCOM).
SOUTH DAKOTA “GANG BILL” OPPOSED BY
MOTORCYCLE GROUPS
Legislation addressing “gangs” in South Dakota is
raising concerns among those in the motorcycle community, as House Bill 111 seeks to revise certain definitions regarding criminal street gang activity that
some rider groups feel could target them.
“It jumped out at me that it’s basically a profiling bill,”
said Bryon Farmer, Chairman of the South Dakota
Confederation of Clubs, who told KDLT News ”There
are some good issues to trying to keep street gangs out
of our communities and out of our state, that part I’m
okay with. It’s just the broad range of the way the bill
is written, it could be used against way too many good
groups that are out there.”
Motorcycle groups like ABATE of South Dakota are
testifying in opposition of the bill they say targets them
as gang members. “It’s not just motorcyclists; it’s so
broad that just about anybody that’s wearing similar
shirts could be defined as a street gang,” said Dave
Brende, President of “Those Guys” ABATE Chapter.
“We don’t want to be lumped in as a street gang member, we do a lot of good for this community and so do
all the other clubs and organizations.”

NCOM continued
NEW MEXICO MRO HONORED BY MSF & DOT
The New Mexico Motorcycle Rights Organization (NMMRO)
was presented an award from MSF and DOT for all the work
they do to promote Safety Awareness in the state and for
providing support to motorcycle crash victims through their
“Biker Down” program.
The award was presented during the annual Motorcycle Advisory Safety Program Committee Meeting, attended by the Motorcycle Safety Foundation (MSF), New Mexico Department of
Transportation (DOT), MSF Rider Coaches, local dealerships
and the University of New Mexico Traffic Research Unit that
keeps track of crash statistics for the state.
Among the top topics discussed was promoting basic rider and
advanced rider training to enhance rider skills to all ages. “We
have always concentrated on the campaigns such as Watch Out
For Motorcycles which we will continue; but it is just as important that we also promote rider responsibility,” said Annette Torrez, NMMRO Chairperson. Torrez, who also serves
on the board of directors for the National Coalition of Motorcyclists (NCOM) added that “With enhanced riding skills there
are many factors that we as riders can be more aware of to
avoid or prevent a crash.”
The Motorcycle Safety Achievement Award states in part; “The
NMMRO ceaseless efforts have made significant and enduring
contributions to the safety of motorcyclists in the State of New
Mexico. The professionalism, initiative and action demonstrated by NMMRO has contributed to saving lives.”
NCOM CHRISTIAN UNITY REPORT
In a recent Christian Unity Report submitted by Louie Nobs,
Christian Unity Liaison to the NCOM Board, it was reported
that “Over the past year, Christian Unity groups in the Midwest, Oklahoma and Texas have been growing and having regular meetings. As the result of information that was given in
our Region II CU meeting in Oklahoma last November, some
members have pursued certifications through FEMA for Community Emergency Response Teams (CERT). This will help
them get into areas in emergency situations to serve and assess
with first responders.
“I was able to share some of my experiences as a CERT member during Hurricane Harvey in the Houston area. Some of the
tasks I was able to do was rescue people from flood waters by
air boat, serve in shelters, and get supplies to area shelters. I
would like to thank those of on the NCOM board of directors
and bikers across the country who responded to our call for
assistance. Supplies were shipped to Central Harley-Davidson
in Austin and then trucked into affected areas. Most stores
were unable to keep simple things like respirator masks, tarps
and box cutters on the shelves in the affected areas.
“A recent turn of events regarding the Waco case has brought
relief to 20 affected families in that they have had their charges
dismissed. Some of those folks have kept in contact with us

and have also been recipients of assistance from Shield
of Faith. We continue to keep praying for justice for
all the bikers who were involved in this debacle. The
article can be accessed at:
www.kwtx.com/content/news/DA-to-seek-to-dismisscharges-against-more-than-20-Twin-Peaks-bikers473216573.html.
“We are looking forward to a good turnout for the
NCOM Convention in May in Mobile, Alabama. We
are currently seeking out Christian Unity members and
motorcycle ministries to assist with the hospitality
suite. If you are interested contact us
at ncom.christianunity@gmail.com or call Louie at
936-443-4500.”
INJURED MOTORCYCLIST SUES AUTONOMOUS
CAR FOR ‘NEGLIGENT DRIVING’
In the first of its kind lawsuit against an autonomous
vehicle, a California motorcyclist has filed suit against
General Motors, accusing one of the car maker’s robotic cars of “negligent driving.”
The rider was splitting lanes on a highway in San Francisco when a Cruise AV aborted a lane change maneuver in heavy traffic and swerved back into its original
lane which was now occupied by the motorcyclist,
knocking him to the ground in a crash that left him
injured and unable to work, according to the lawsuit
filed in U.S. District Court in San Francisco.
The police report on the incident blamed the motorcyclist, saying he shouldn’t have been passing on the
right, though “lane-splitting” is allowed in California.
But the report also noted that the car’s human overseer,
who was operating the self-driving prototype in autonomous mode, tried to grab the wheel and avoid the
collision, but was too late to prevent contact.
An attorney for the motorcycle rider claims the accident report actually supports his client’s claim in stating that the AV driver saw his client before the crash
but didn’t have enough time to grab the wheel and
swerve.
This news comes on the heels of GM announcing plans
to release a Level 5 autonomous vehicle -- without a
steering wheel or pedals -- in 2019.
The court case could prove a landmark given the involvement of an autonomous car.

Grover Greybeard
Spring is in the air for some of us, but
there could be more snow in the air for
others. Either way, it is about time to get
that bike out on the road after making sure
everything is in working order. You
should be doing a good inspection using
the acronym “T-CLOCS” (Tires and
wheels; Controls; Lights and electrical;
Oil and other fluids; Chassis and Stands).

Planning a long distance ride? You will need
to build up some stamina if you expect to start
riding in the morning and not finish until late
that evening. And then get up the next day
and do it again…
Riding a motorcycle should be fun and relaxing. Don’t hinder or hurt yourself by not doing what you can to prepare yourself for the
ride.

Once you’re certain that your bike is in
working condition, it’s time to check your
look in the mirror.
If your weight training regimen over the
winter consisted of lifting McDonald’s
quarter-pounders or doing 12 ounce curls
at the bar, it may be time to look into
some training program at a local fitness
center if you don’t have some weights or a
gym at home. The fitness center, gym or
YMCA may have some New Year’s special pricing to encourage people to join
and workout.

There should also be some sort of advisor
or fitness trainer working there to help set
up a program for you, based on your goals
- whether you want to lose some weight,
build muscle tone or increase your stamina.
You may have been able to bench press a
few hundred pounds back in school, but
unless you have been keeping up with that
training, don’t set yourself up with
weights that are too heavy and over-exert
yourself. Ease into it by using lighter
weights for multiple repetitions, working
up to something heavier. Don’t pull a
muscle and hurt yourself now. An injury
needs time to recover and that time will
affect your home life, work life and possibly time on the bike.
Also, don’t think that you can just concentrate on your arms and be done. You need
to work on all muscle groups since you
will need your legs to keep the bike steady
under a load when you come to a stop and
your back and core to help control it when
both stopped and in motion.

NEWS FROM THE HILL – Moto
Lobby Group Stakes out Senate on
Self-Driving Cars
In a show of unity, this week your MRF and representatives from the American Motorcyclist Association, Harley-Davidson and the Motorcycle Industry Council took a series of joint meetings concerning the issue of motorcycles and automated vehicles,
aka self-driving cars. Together, we met with Senate
offices to communicate the need for strong regulations concerning automated vehicles and our appreciation that the Senate Bill (The AV START Act)
included protections for motorcyclists as a part of a
mandatory safety evaluation report that automakers
would have to file with the Department of Transportation (DoT). The impetus for the joint meetings was
concern that the incident in Arizona involving Uber
and a pedestrian fatality would stall efforts to pass
legislation. Instead, the motorcycle lobby said that
the incident in Arizona should create even MORE of
a sense of urgency to pass strong national laws governing the safety of these vehicles – currently, no
such law exists….except optional guidelines that the
DoT issued, which fail to mention motorcycles.
Overall, the meetings were productive. We made a
strong case and gained some intelligence that indicated the Senate *may* try and include the bill in a
soon-to-be-passed larger legislative package. Stay
tuned….

CHAPTER WALL
SEND A PICTURE OF your chapter patch or
banner for the wall

YOUR CHAPTER
HERE

YOUR CHAPTER
HERE

YOUR CHAPTER
HERE

ABATE HAS HELPED DO THIS:

(Please print legibly)

Designating all money from the motorcycle endorsements
on drivers’ licenses to be applied directly to the Virginia
Rider Training Program.

Name(s): ____________________ _______________________
Address: ____________________________________________

Establishment of a motorcyclist’s learner’s permit.
Prohibiting state, county, and city governments from banning motorcycles from roads that use any public funds.

City:_____________________________State_____Zip_______
Signature(s): _______________ _________________________

Prohibiting motorcycle-only checkpoints.
Permitting the use of headphones in helmets as part of a
communication device.
Permanently allowing motorcycles on High Occupancy
Vehicle (HOV) lanes by statute.
Allowing motorcyclists to proceed through a red light after
waiting two minutes or two cycles and when safe to do so.

_____________________________________________ _____
Referred by: ____________________________ ____________
Category: Single $20.00 [ ]

Joint $30.00 [ ]

New [ ]

Renewal [ ]

Add $10.00 for each additional member in the same household
New membership for 18-29 years of age FREE! [ ]

Defining legal helmet standards by statute and repealing
the criminal penalty of wearing a non-approved helmet.

Life time membership $400.00 [ ]

Allowing motorcyclists to ride in a police escorted parade
without a helmet.

Are you a registered voter?

Requiring all driver education programs to include motorcycle awareness training.
Adoption of a special license plate that incorporates a safe
motorcycling message.
Allowing use of additional brake lights approved by the
Superintendent of the State Police, modulating brake lights
and modulating headlights.
Defeating legislation that placed an age limit on motorcycle passengers.
Defeating legislation that would have prohibited motorcycles from bridges and tunnels in the Hampton Roads area
during periods of strong weather.
Requiring VDOT to consider motorcycles in all roadway
maintenance and planning of future roadway projects.
Allowing the use of a facemask in public when not trying
to conceal one’s identity.

Yes [ ]

Are you an AMA member?

Yes [ ]

No [ ]
No [ ]

#________________________
Are you a VCOM member? Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Are you an MRF member?

No [ ]

Yes [ ]

Occupation(s): _____________________________________________________
Phone: __________________________________________________________
E-mail: __________________________________________________________

Preferred Chapter: __________________________________________________
What would you like ABATE to accomplish? (We do read this.)
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________

Dues/donations to ABATE of VA are not tax deductible,
transferable, or refundable.
Complete and mail this
money order to:

application, with a check or

ABATE of VA, PO Box

426, Oakton, VA 22124

